
Students "’ant to knows
(1) / number- of students have
been complaining that *7.50 per
tern is too much for a parking
Permit. T’; hen approached on
this matter, ■ r. "chneider
said that the taxes allotted
by the state did not include
the construction of parking
lots, because state
believes that parking
facilities on the campus ere
a convenience for the students.
Therefore, he added, the 7.50
nfid by the students each term
for a parking permit is used
Cor the construction and
maintenance of parking areas.
(2) When will our cannus get a
physical education instructor?
Again our source of information
was _,r 6 Schneider. He said that
e new instructor would be
assigned to us by the Health and
Physical Ed. Dept, at Tain end
that this appointment would de-
pend on the availability of a
Qualified man.

(3) '"hy a list of all of the
subjects to be offered the fol-
lowing tern are not made avail-
able to the students at the time
of premrogistrotion? Students
have complained that they have
gone through registration only
to be informed at the last
station that they are taking a
subject that they do not need.
Also students wishing to take
an extra subject have to wait
until registration to see what
subjects are available only to
be informed at that time that
the subject which they desire
is not offered because the class
is full. Ur. Schneider said that
each student is assigned the
subjects needed in his curriculum
and that giving the student the
freedom to choose which subjects
he wanted to take would tend to
moke some classes bulge at the
seams one term, and be empty the
next. Therefore, students are

not only assigned subjects
compatible ith their curr-
iculum, but they are- assigned
subjects in a manner to keep the
class sizes relatively balanced.
However, he added that any
students wishing to take an extn
subject or wanting to know the
subjects offered prior to
registration can get that
information from his advisor.

"Against all else it is possible
provide security, but against de<
all of us mortals alike dwell in
unfortified city"

Are you wondering why the above
is there/ So are well

Tory Greco And frank oriono
Tin in SGA Elections*!

As all of you know, S.G.A.
elections were held a few days
ago. After a well contested and
enthusiastic campaign, Tony and
Frank come out ahead in the
final telly, and our new vice-
president and representative
respectively.

Because of the well-publicized
and diligent compaigns of each
contender, the student's response
and participation were except-
ionally good. In this election
almost one half of the four
hundred ninety some students
attending voted. (233 to be exact!
Everyone will agree in commending
the students, especially the
freshmen, for showing such & high
degree of interest in the affairs
of their new campus.


